think water Efficiency, think TEAM Irrigation

Service & Maintenance Programs
TEAM Irrigation maintains a full stock of genuine Lindsay Zimmatic irrigation
components and they can also service and maintain all brands of centre pivots
and lateral move irrigators. Our stock levels provide the prompt service our
clients seek and recent fall downs in the Macquarie Valley have been fully
resolved within client expectations due to our stock availability and priority
servicing.
tools whenever a client experiences a
breakdown with a crop underneath
and ensures that this breakdown
takes priority over all other work.
Stock held in Dubbo saved our crop
and I was very impressed with the
minimum time it took for us to be
fully operational again”
Akoonah Farming Enterprise at
Narromine operated this 12 year old
six span centre pivot with an 80 acre
corn crop growing underneath in
January 2009. After a fall down on a
Friday night, TEAM Irrigation was able
to re‐pipe and repair four Lindsay
Zimmatic spans within four days thus
preventing any further loss or damage
to the crop. Stock held in Dubbo
enabled our service team to complete
the required work within an efficient
timeframe during extreme weather
conditions. Alex Ballhausen from
Akoonah Farming said, “It is very
obvious that TEAM Irrigation will down

February 2009
service maintenance program for all
brands of centre pivots and lateral move
irrigators. Call Craig Chandler on 6885
5220 for further information.

Insurance
The start of a new year is an appropriate
time to review your insurance policies
on your irrigators. Growers insuring
their irrigators for fire and theft need to
expand their policy to cover mechanical,
electrical and structural failure. Review
the details on your policy. Is your
irrigator covered for being hit by a
vehicle, going off line and running into a
tree or just a mechanical failure
resulting in it falling down? TEAM
irrigation can provide prompt quotes
and repairs for all insurance work, so
please ensure you are fully covered.

Parts In Stock

Growers need to prepare
themselves for such disasters.
Regular maintenance inspections of
equipment, control of water quality
and testing for corrosion can help
prevent major structural defects on
irrigators. TEAM Irrigation offers a
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